ABSTRACT This paper introduces a novel technique to enhance the gain of the basic monopole antenna by using broadband gradient refractive index (GRIN) metamaterial. The proposed GRIN is designed by using a parallel-line unit cell metamaterial with different refractive index. A seven GRIN lens is placed on the omnidirectional printed basic monopole antenna, perpendicularly. Due to the non-resonant and subwavelength properties of the parallel-line elements, the proposed GRIN metamaterial lens has a broad bandwidth property with low loss. The simulation and measurement results confirmed that the beam is more directive with narrow beam width. The measured reflection coefficient of the GRIN antenna is below −10 dB over the frequency bandwidth of 3.4-11 GHz. Due to GRIN lens, the peak gain of the basic monopole antenna is increased by 5.3 dB at 8.8 GHz.
I. INTRODUCTION
The necessity of the ultra-wideband (UWB) antenna is significantly increased in the field of defense and commercial applications. Compared to other UWB antennas, the printed monopole antenna has several advantages such as planar structure, light weight, compact size, low cost, ease of fabrication and capable of integration with electronics system. At the same time, the antenna is suffering from low gain characteristics, and it depends on the size of the antenna. A common solution is the antenna array technique to enhance the gain which usually results in coupling between antennas, high cost or much trouble for designers.
In past decades, many engineers and scientists have widely used metamaterial based circuits in the superstrate [2] , [3] , artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) [3] , [4] etc. to enhance the gain of the antennas, which have limited bandwidth with large losses for electric or magnetic resonant metamaterials. Moreover, circuit complexity makes fabrication very complicated and costly. To overcome this problem, the gradientindex (GRIN) metamaterials is very useful with low loss and broad bandwidth, whose refractive index changes gradually according to the geometry of devices.
The first GRIN metamaterial was implemented by D. R. Smith in 2005, based on conducting split-ring resonators (SRRs) to confirm the gradient by measuring the deflection of a microwave beam [5] . Later, it is used in waveguide [6] , microwave (horn) antenna [7] , planar antenna [8] . Due to the beam focusing property, the zero index metamaterial and gradient index designs are used in antenna to create a unidirectional beam [17] - [19] . However, most of the existing GRIN works do not cover UWB frequency range.
In this work, a gradient refractive index (GRIN) metamaterial lens is designed and integrated with monopole antenna. The lens is designed by using non-resonant parallel-line metamaterial. This non-resonant structure is covered UWB frequency range, which has the capability to enhance the gain of the proposed antenna. The peak gain of the basic monopole is increased approximately by five times for GRIN lens.
II. DESIGN AND CHARACTERISTICS OF GRIN PARALLEL-LINE METAMATERIAL
The unit cell metamaterial is designed by using non-resonant parallel metallic lines on the substrate as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Because, the resonant metamaterial structures are lead to highly dispersive with considerable loss near the resonant frequency, which is not suitable for applications where broad bandwidth and low loss are required. So, the non-resonant metamaterial elements provides almost non-dispersive effective constitutive parameters with negligible loss. The proposed material is fabricated on the single side of the dielectric material Roger RO4003 with dielectric constant 3.55, the thickness of 0.8 mm and loss tangent 0.0027. The dimensions of the unit cell has been taken as
where λ 0 = c/f * √ ε r at f = 6 GHz. The dimension is chosen in terms of free space wavelength (λ 0 ) indicating that the EM wave will enter in metamaterial through the air.
To extract the values of effective parameter, the scattering object is replaced by a homogeneous medium i.e. the wavelength within the medium becomes large in terms of the unit cell size [10] , [11] . To evaluate the scattering performance, the simulation model of the single unit cell is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The perfect electric conductor (PEC) and perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) boundary conditions are also defined. The electric and magnetic polarizations are along the y and z-axes, respectively. The EM wave will propagate along the x-axis.
The effective parameters are a refractive index (n), permittivity (ε y ) and permeability (µ z ) extracted from the magnitude and phase of the scattering parameters using standard retrieval procedure described [13] , [14] . From the Fig. 1(a) , it can be seen that the length of the parallel metallic line is m. Fig. 2 illustrates the lowest and highest resonant frequencies are 14 GHz and 22 GHz obtained by choosing m = 4 mm and m = 1.1 mm, respectively. The corresponding effective permittivity and permeability data's are plotted as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), respectively. The effective refractive index values are also plotted, depicted in Fig. 3(c) . Since, the current path of the parallel-line metamaterial is different for various values of m. So, the resonant frequency of the proposed material is changing with the length of m. At the same time, it can be also observed that effective permittivity values are also changing for the value of m. But the effective permeability values are not varying significantly. Obviously, the refractive index values are also changing simultaneously.
From the Fig. 3 (c), it can be noticed that the refractive index is not constant over the frequency band from 2-11 GHz. The variation of the effective refractive index over the frequency band from 2-11 GHz is shown in a given frequency band at different values of m and these average refractive index data's are plotted as shown in Fig. 4 .
To understand the effect of m, the simulations of the unit cell is analyzed with different lengths of m. Fig. 4(a) shows the variation of effective refractive index and impedance of the unit cell parallel-line metamaterial for the various values of m. From the figure, it is observed that the effective refractive index value becomes low by decreasing the length of the parallel metallic line, m. The effective impedance values are near to the unity when the values of m are becoming low. The schematic design of the GRIN lens by using parallel-line metamaterial is shown in Fig. 4(b) . The refractive index distribution in GRIN lens is very important to create a minimum reflection. The dimension of the GRIN lens is 84×60 mm 2 . According to the refractive index values, the arrangement of the metamaterial unit cell in the GRIN lens along the x and y-directions is shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d) , respectively. The GRIN metamaterial lens is placed above the basic monopole to amplify the EM wave in the direction of the x-axis.
III. DESIGN OF GRIN INTEGRATED BASIC MONOPOLE ANTENNA
The geometry of the proposed basic monopole antenna is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The top and bottom conductor is denoted by dark and light grey color. The antenna is designed and etched on the roger RT/duroid 5880 substrate with dielectric constant 2.2 and thickness, h = 0.787 mm. The excitation of the antenna is given by using 50 microstrip line feed with line width 2 mm and bottom layer consists of the partial ground. The size of the basic monopole is 25×28 mm 2 . In the proposed design, the bottom part of the radiating patch is responsible for the variation of the antennas lowest frequency (f L ). In that place, the polygon structure is designed VOLUME 5, 2017 with an angle (θ) on the radiating patch. The angle θ must vary to fix f L of the UWB frequency range. The current distribution on the partial ground layer is also responsible for impedance matching of the antenna. Here, the current path of the ground part can be controlled by varying the parameter d. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the effect of f L by changing the angle θ. The f L is shifted slightly left side for the increment of θ. The Fig. 5(b) is also indicating that the reflection coefficient is gradually increasing in the middle of the operating frequency band. At θ = 11.77 • , the f L and other frequencies are well maintained over UWB frequency range. The fluctuation of S 11 for another parameter d at θ = 11.77 • is shown in Fig. 5(c) . It is clear that the lowest frequency f L is To design GRIN antenna, the seven GRIN lenses are placed on the basic monopole antenna as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The antenna and GRIN lens are separated by rohacel foams. The distance from the radiation source to the bottom of the GRIN lens is 23 mm. The near-field coupling between the GRIN and the basic monopole is not affected significantly. At the same time, the distance between the corresponding GRIN lens is kept 4 mm (> l x /2) to avoid the destruction of metamaterial properties. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the simulated reflection coefficient (S 11 ) of the optimized basic monopole and the GRIN monopole antenna. It can be seen that the f L is slightly shifted towards the right side.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed antennas are optimized by simulating a three-dimensional electromagnetic (EM) simulator CST microwave studio 2015. The fabricated prototype of the basic and GRIN monopole antennas are shown in Fig. 7 . The comparison of the proposed GRIN antenna with some existing works in terms of size, operating frequency band, the peak gain increment is shown in Table 2 . The proposed GRIN antenna has a more compact size compared to the other published works and also working on UWB characteristics. Fig. 8 shows the measured reflection coefficient (S 11 ) of the basic and GRIN monopole antennas. It is clearly FIGURE 9. Simulated 3D far-field radiation patterns. For basic monopole at (a1) 4.5 GHz, (b1) 6.2 GHz, (c1) 8 GHz, (d1) 10 GHz and GRIN monopole at (a2) 4.5 GHz, (b2) 6.2 GHz, (c2) 8 GHz, and (d2) 10 GHz.
evident that the S 11 of the basic and GRIN monopole are less than −10 dB covering a bandwidth of 3.1-11 GHz and 3.4-11 GHz, respectively. In the case of GRIN antenna, the f L is 3.4 GHz, and the S 11 is fluctuating near −10 dB over bandwidth 10-11 GHz. Here, the measurement result of f L is giving different value, because the 3D EM software has been taken as an ideal structure filled by air between the objects. But the photograph of GRIN antenna is supported and fixed by using rohacel foams and paper tape. Therefore, the measured data is slightly different from the simulation result. Fig. 9 illustrates the simulated 3D far-field radiation patterns of the monopole without and with GRIN lenses. From the figure, it can be seen that a single beam directive 3D radiation pattern is maximum in the direction of x-axis at 4.5 GHz, 6.2 GHz, 8 GHz and 10 GHz. The omnidirectional patterns FIGURE 10. Simulated electric-field distributions in free space with and without unit cell metamaterial structure in GRIN lens. Without unit cell structure in GRIN lens at (a1) 9 GHz, (b1) 10 GHz, and with unit cell structure in GRIN lens at (a2) 9 GHz, and (b2) 10 GHz.
of the basic monopole in xz-plane (H-plane) are transformed to single narrow beam patterns with directive emission.
In order to understand the effect of GRIN, the GRIN monopole is simulated in the 3D EM software HFSS 15. Fig. 10 shows the free-space electric-field distributions with and without unit cell metamaterial structure in GRIN lens. So, it can be observed that the quasi-spherical waves are almost converted into the plane waves in the direction of the x-axis at 9 and 10 GHz by comparing the wavefronts outgoing through with and without unit cell structures in the GRIN lens. Since the GRIN elements operate far from their resonant frequencies, the loss induced by the sample is low. Therefore, the color maps of the outgoing waves are showing almost identical intensity for with and without parallel-line metamaterial.
The measured H-plane (xz plane) patterns of the antennas are compared at 4.5 GHz, 6.2 GHz, 8 GHz and 10 GHz as shown in Fig. 11 . The measurement result is indicating that the radiation patterns are improved by using GRIN lens in basic monopole antenna and more directive. Fig. 11(e) shows the measured peak gain of the basic monopole and GRIN monopole antennas in the beam direction of the x-axis. So, it is clear that the peak gain of the basic monopole has been increased by 5.3 dB at 8.8 GHz (approximately) due to the effect of GRIN lens and the gain of GRIN antenna is varying from 4.5-9.8 dB over the frequency band of 3−10 GHz.
For UWB antenna, the frequency dependent parameters are not sufficient. Therefore, the time domain characteristic of the fabricated GRIN monopole is tested. So, two GRIN antennas are arranged side by side with a distance 30 cm and connected to the ports of the vector network analyzer (VNA). Fig. 12 shows the antenna is giving almost stable group delay performance with a fluctuation approximately ±1.2 ns in the desired band, indicating that a transmitted signal will not be seriously distorted by the proposed antenna. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a directive beam of the basic monopole antenna is augmented with a broadband GRIN parallel-line metamaterial. The proposed GRIN based monopole has a compact size. The measured results of the fabricated antenna are showing that the gain of the basic monopole is increased by 5.3 dB at 8.8 GHz. The operating frequency band of the antenna is not significantly affected by using GRIN. Hence, the proposed antenna is a good candidate for ultra-wideband communication systems.
